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The software package described here was designed to
digitize transient evoked potential data from two chan
nels simultaneously and to analyze the data using an
Apple fie computeranda relatively inexpensive hardware
configuration. Individual modules provide several data
collection paradigms,a numberof data analyses,and dis
play capabilities. The system is capable of accommodat
ing a variety of hardware configurations. The data col
lectionmoduleindependently controlsthe presentation of
two stimuliand averages, displays, and records the data.
The summary/plotting moduleallowsfor simpleanalyses
of the data (e.g., peak-trough amplitudes and latencies)
and providesthe abilityto draw waveforms on a penplot
ter. The analysis module performs a model referenced
identification (MRI) analysis on individual waveforms (see
O'Connor, Tasman, Simon, & Hale, 1983). This involves
fitting waveforms withthe mostappropriate damped sine
wave component(s). The result is a quantification of the
raw data, in which each component is completely
described by four parameters.

All programs are completely menu driven and fully
automated; familiarity with experimental rationale or
procedures is not necessary to operate this system. Util
ity programs are provided so that routine disk and file
operations maybe performedwithout exiting the datacol
lection/analysis system. Programs are written in assem
bly language and compiled Applesoft BASIC (compila
tionof BASIC programs is necessary toutilize allavailable
memory and to increase the speed of execution). BASIC
programs were written under and require ProDOS 8, and
machine language routines were written under DOS 3.3
and then translated into ProDOS.

Program Description and Specifications
Data CoUection Module. Datacollection software pro

vides an environment for acquiring data under a variety
of stimulus conditions and experimental paradigms. Elec
trodes placedon the scalp (or on the cornea, or implanted
in the brain of animal subjects) to record neural activity
evokedby transientpatternsare sampledat up to 12 KHz
(depending on hardwareconfiguration), and the recorded
waveformis displayed on the computer's videomonitor.'
Two stimulus patterns can be controlled independently by
varying the output voltageoftwo digital-to-analog chan-
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nels, and stimulican be turned on and off at a wide range
of timesbefore, during, and after sampling. This permits
a varietyof stimulus timingcombinations. All subjectin
formation and stimulus/recording parameters are initially
set when the program begins and can be changed at any
time.

Duringeach sweep, 256 8-bit valuesare sampled; suc
cessive sweeps are addedtogether, andan averaged wave
form is displayed at user-specified intervals. The useralso
specifiesan artifact-rejection value so that unwanted, ar
tifactuallarge-amplitude signals can be excluded from the
averaged data. Sampling continues only when a key (or
a button on a joystick) is depressed to avoid collecting
data whenthe subject is notattending to the display. Sam
pling can also be terminated and restarted at any time.
Following a predetermined number of sweeps, the raw
data can be saved to disk.

SummarylPlotting Module. Summary software allows
a number of manipulations to be performed on the raw
data. After the user selects one or more files, the pro
gramdisplays themindividually or superimposed for com
parison between waveforms. Options include scalingof
the waveform or zooming in on a portion of the wave
form by manipulating an on-screencursor. Summary in
formation provides measures of peak-to-trough amplitude
and latencies of both positive andnegative deflections rela
tive to stimulusonset/offsetwithina defined window. A
hardcopyof the waveform can also be obtained from an
x-y pen plotter. When the user is finished with a wave
form, the next selected file is loaded and displayed.

MRI Analysis Module. This module performsan MRI
analysis (see O'Connor et al., 1983)on selected wave
forms. This analysis permits a description of a given
waveform in termsof up to seven damped sine-wave com
ponents that, when summed, approximate the original
waveform. Each component is completely described by
four parameters and is defined by

y(t) = Ae-IIT sin(wT); T = t - t.,

where A is the amplitude, W is the frequency, {3 is the in
verse of the time constant of the exponentially decaying
envelope, and t, is the latency betweenthe stimulusand
the beginning of the response. The analysis involves
decomposing each waveform into its components and fit
tingeachcomponent individually. Withtheoriginal wave
form on screen, the user can approximate frequency, la
tency, and the time constant by moving a cursor to
specified portionsof the waveform (e.g., frequency is es
timated by positioning the cursor at the first peak). The
best fitting component is then found by varying each of
the four variables until the smallest residual (i.e., the
difference betweenthe original and the obtainedcompo
nent) is obtained. The user may specify the range and
number of values used for each of the variables. After
the first component is obtained, the user may attempt to
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fit a second component to the resulting residual and con
tinue to fit additional components until the remaining
residual is satisfactorily small. Theindividual components
can thenbe summed andcompared with theoriginal wave
form. An "auto run" option is also provided, so that a
number of waveforms canbeanalyzed without userinter
vention.

System Requirements
The software system requires an Apple ITe computer

with 128K of RAM memory and an Image Writer IT
printer; a harddisk is strongly recommended. Additional
hardware requirements are flexible; a numberof possi
ble configurations can easily be accommodated (utility
software is provided for configuring the system). An
8-bit, memory-mapped digital-to-analog/analog-to-digital
converter is needed and may reside in any slot (the
A/D+D/A Card by Applied Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box
798, Carrollton, TX 75006, is recommended). To real
ize its full capability of stimulus control, an image gener
ator with external control of two stimulus patterns is
recommended (e.g., the Picasso, byInnisfree, Inc., P.O.
Box 160,Cambridge, MA02236). Othercommonly used
equipment necessary to complete the system includes a

video display monitor, physiological amplifiers, and an
x-y plotter.

Availability
Compiled software and a complete reference manual

are available fromtheauthors for $12(please specify 3.5
or 5.25-in. diskformat). Documented source codeisavail
ableuponrequest andrequires theuseof theBeagle Com
piler by Beagle Bros Micro Software, Inc. (1990 Old
Town Ave., San Diego, CA 92110) and an assembler
(source code for the BASIC programs will not run under
the Applesoft interpreter).
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NOTE

I. The user should refer to the documentation accompanying the
analog-to-digital board to determine the maximum sampling rate. Our
hardware configuration permits sampling up to about 10 kHz.
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